
and some degree distrust of 
things that time seem out of 
our control. 
 
Sometimes that uncertainty 
is overshadowed by events 
much closer to home and the 
lasting heartache that only 
time will hopefully lessen. 
 
I feel at times we all need to 
take a breath and a step 
back and be okay in the   
moment. 
 
My condolences you two, it’s 
been a pleasure, 
 
In solidarity, 
 
Tracy Ingham 
Unifor 603  
President 

Greetings,  
 
I was going to do a report 
centred around the            
importance of the grievance 
procedure and                  
circumstances over the last 
few days have changed my 
direction and thought        
process. 
 
Over the past five days our 
local has lost two of its    
members with one as       
recently 9th of March 2022. 
 
One of the members was 
young, well liked by his 
coworkers, was a great  
worker and mentor and was 
well respected. He leaves 
behind a wife and two young 
children.  
 
The other member had a 
heart of a lion and there was 
no mistaking he was around 
as you typically heard him 
before actually setting eyes 
on him. He also leave behind 
a wife and two daughters. 

I remember my last          
interactions with both of 
these members.  One the 
usual banter and ribbing and 
the laughter that came with 
his humour. The other a 
massive hug at the gate, a 
declaration of how honoured 
he had been to work with the 
people inside the mill and 
then a stoic see you later and 
a wave as he headed for his 
car. 
 
Both of these members that I 
have mentioned above are 
going to be leaving us with 
some lasting memories. The 
pain attached to these   
memories will unfortunately 
be magnified tenfold by their 
families and will be           
unbearable for some time. 
 
There is no question it’s been 
a truly difficult and uncertain 
two years and it would      
appear the turmoil continues 
with what is happening   
overseas. It has caused 
emotional distress division 

   Presidents Report by Tracy Ingham 
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   Next Union Meeting  

M A R C H  2 0 2 2  N E W S L E T T E R  V O L # 1 4  

 

April 13th 2022 —7pm  

All Upcoming Meetings will be held via   

Links to the meetings will be sent to your personal email and    
posted on our Facebook page. 

Mar 9 2022 Meeting Notes 

Draw Winners —  Don Garden (Backpack), Andy Duperron (Shirt)  

Tracy Ingham (Hat). 
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   Safety Report - March 

Safety Stats      End 2021   Feb 22  YTD 

First Aid  126          8        17 

Medical Aid 6               1         3 

MT  6 0         0 

Lost Time  4 1         2 

Near Miss 23 2         7 

MIR  1.80       1.29    1.29 

Safety Fails! 

Good day everyone,  

February has come and gone 

already. Overall it was not a 

bad month on the safety 

front. All together there was 

five first aid reports, two near 

misses and one contractor 

first aid.  

  

Incident Reports: 

1. A trip over a steam heater. 

2. A cut finger when a 

flag lock flipped back. 

3. Two workers got hit by 

elevator doors closing while 

loading B-digester. Learned 

that the doors close           

automatically. 

4. A member jarred his wrist. 

5. Last one we had was our 

first lost time incident of 

2022. A bolt broke while 

tightening a nut on a flange 

and caused him to tweak his 

back. 

  

Near Misses: 

1. A Valve was leaking liquor. 

Workers put boards up to  

divert the leak. While working 

the leak turned into spray 

and was spraying where  

individual were standing   

earlier. 

- We have the right to refuse 

unsafe work 

- Housekeeping  

- Bay doors and entrance 

ways are a mess 

- Doors are in rough shape 

- Guarding in machine room 

  

Other important issues that 

were front and center were: 

1. Members found pulp 

stuffed in a gas monitor this 

month. This is completely 

unacceptable. This is a   

safety a device meant to 

keep us safe. Anyone found 

tampering or disabling a 

piece of safety equipment 

may be terminated and    

possibly investigated by 

WCB or the RCMP resulting 

in criminal charges. 

2. Had a CLO2 line break by 

A-bleach and machine room. 

Gas was pumping into      

machine to main shop.     

Personal monitor readings 

were above safe levels so I 

pushed alarm button.      

Everyone in the shop/office 

area proceeded to evacuate 

through the gas to get to 

muster station. This resulted 

in complete confusion and 

potential harmful              

consequences.  

 

Jonathan Blacker 

603 Safety Rep 

- We have FLRA’s and /or  

formal risk assessments. 

2. While working on rail scale 

worker had to walk around, it 

was wet and icy. Member  

went to get cleats from the 

stores and they had none. 

  

Contractor First Aid: 

1. Two inexperienced       

contractors decided to walk 

through a stock spill deeper 

than their boots resulting 

thermal burns. 

- Our safety captain training 

started up again with positive 

feed back. March 7th was 

our last full class. Another 

round of sessions will start in 

September 2022. 

  

In JOHS we made some  

progress in identifying      

hazards. 

- took an old process        

diagram from fiber line that  

shows product lines as well 

as the direction of flow.     

Included a legend made to 

help explain product. 

Thanks to Derrick Norn who 

completed the leg work on 

this one. 

  

Rep meeting items that 

were brought up are: 
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      603 Grievances 

Here is the List of Grievances your Union is working on or has resolved : 
 
 

1.    Grievance 10 Mar 2021 - Step 3 submitted, Safety - Elimination of PGO Position 
       4th Step meeting held  - 31 Aug 2021, Still awaiting company reply as of 1 Jan 2022. 
 
2.    Grievance 10 Mar 2021 - Step 3 submitted, Policy - Elimination of PGO Position, Payouts 
       4th Step meeting held - 31 Aug 2021, Still awaiting company reply as of 1 Jan 2022. 
 
3.    Grievance 10 Mar 2021 - Step 3 submitted, Policy - Elimination of PGO Position, Super B Field/ Mgt  
       4th Step meeting held - 31 Aug 2021,still awaiting company reply as of 1 Jan 2022. 
 
4.    Grievance 18 Mar 2021 - Step 3 submitted, Policy - 10% Position 
       4th step meeting held - 31 Aug 2021, Still awaiting company reply as of 1 Jan 2022. 
 
5.    Grievance 8 July 2021 - Step 3 Submitted, Excessive Discipline (Termination) 
       Company Response, 9 Sep 2021 - No Resolution Found, Union moving to 4th step. 
 
6.    Grievance -  Step 3 Submitted, Policy - ASI Position, Steam Plant 
       Company Response, 9 Sep 2021 - No Resolution Found, Agreed to re-address in 2022 at  
 next standing committee mtg. 
 
 
*Any Questions or Concerns about a grievance decisions made by the union will only be addressed by 
the Chief Shop Steward or 1st Vice in person due to privacy and regulations.    

The objective of any Grievance is to solve it at the lowest possible step. If you believe you have a Grievance issue you must 

first talk to your direct supervisor or coordinator to see if the matter can be resolved immediately. If that discussion or request fails to 

resolve the issue contact a Shop Steward from the posted stewards list (not an Executive Committee Member) for assistance in  

taking it to Step One. Failure to do this may waste valuable time delaying quick resolution and cause you more stress. You have the 

right to choose the steward who will represent you in any Grievance or Disciplinary issue. 

ARTICLE XXXI - ADJUSTMENT OF COMPLAINTS ( Section 1- page 56, 2017-2021 CA) 

Step One - In the event that a written grievance is submitted arising out of the operation of this Agreement, except the cases of    

discharge or suspension, the employee shall continue to work as per the conditions existing prior to the time that the grievance arose, 

and any formal meeting to discuss the grievance shall be held in the presence of the shop steward. 

Step Two - If there is no satisfactory resolution at first step then the Union may within seven (7) days, advise the department        

supervisor that the   employee intends to proceed with the grievance. The department superintendent and chief shop steward will 

then have fourteen (14) days from the date of notification to deal with, and answer the grievance. Grievances other than those of  

individual employees may be initiated at Step Three by either party. 

Step Three - If there is no satisfactory resolution at second step then either party may, within seven (7) days, refer the question to the 

Standing   Committees by advising the chairmen of the Standing Committees of the intention to proceed with the grievance. The 

Standing Committee will then have thirty (30) days to deal with, and answer the grievance. 

Step Four - If there is no satisfactory resolution at third step then the question may, within seven (7) days upon written request of 

either Standing Committee be referred to the President of the Local and the Pulpmill General Manager will 

then have thirty (30) days to deal with, and answer the grievance. Either party may elect to involve outside 

help at this step such as regional Union  representation and/or a  Management representative from outside 

of Northwood. 

Step Five - If there is no satisfactory resolution at fourth step then the matter may, within thirty (30) days, 

be referred to an Arbitrator. 

You have A Right to Grieve! Here’s How: 
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   Should unions say no to closed-door negotiations? 

Two teams negotiating behind 

closed doors. Media blackouts. 

Gruelling late-night sessions. The 

culture of secrecy around           

collective bargaining is well    

anchored in the public            

imagination. 

But a growing number of unions 

in both Canada and the United 

States are bucking the historical 

trend, throwing the doors open to 

their full membership in a        

controversial approach known as 

open bargaining (or open       

negotiating). While some union 

activists cite pitfalls to opening up 

negotiations, resistance to the old

-fashioned, closed-door process 

is growing in popularity. More 

unions are taking a chance on 

the new model, as they see the 

potential wins of opening        

negotiation – not just in collective 

agreements, but in building  

member engagement during a 

time of withering unionization 

rates. 

Historically, the North American 

norm is that unions elect a small 

bargaining team (often only three 

or four members), which meets 

behind closed doors with their 

employer’s bargaining team over 

the course of several weeks or 

months. If the two sides reach an 

agreement, that tentative       

document is presented to the 

union’s membership to vote on, 

and this will typically be the first 

time most members set eyes on 

it. Open bargaining is defined 

differently by the various unions 

that use it, but the goal is to 

achieve greater transparency 

around the hitherto secretive  

bargaining process. In practice, 

this ranges from openly          

publishing the union’s negotiating 

proposals to allowing the entire 

union membership to sit in on 

negotiations. 

Open bargaining practices range 

from openly publishing the     

union’s negotiating proposals to 

allowing the entire union        

membership to sit in on           

negotiations. 

The stakes are high. According to 

Statistics Canada, unionization 

rates have fallen from 37.6 per 

cent in 1981 to 28.8 per cent in 

2014. While the Canadian    

workforce is diversifying, union 

leaderships remain starkly white, 

cis, settler, and male, and union 

memberships are aging rapidly 

(between 1981 and 2012,      

unionization rates for the 25-to-44 

age group dropped by over 11 

percentage points). In the U.S., 

organized labour has been under 

legislative attack by state       

governments and courts through 

“right-to-work” laws designed to 

undermine unions’ resource and 

membership bases. In Canada, 

union solidarity has also been 

given short shrift – Canada’s   

largest private-sector union,   

Unifor, quit the Canadian Labour 

Congress in January and has 

commenced raiding a U.S.-

headquartered international   

union, UNITE HERE, for      

members. 

Given the grim backdrop, how 

important is the negotiation    

process, and how meaningful are 

the efforts of some unions to  

revolutionize that process?    

Labour scholars and activists 

have never agreed on what    

formulae are most likely to 

strengthen workers’ movements. 

But for many of the activists   

involved, opening up negotiations 

has had exciting results, ranging 

from better collective agreements 

to stronger relationships with the 

local community. Perhaps most 

importantly, experiencing change 

first-hand has been an           

empowering process for these 

activists, and one that’s      

strengthened their resolve to be 

creative and innovative in the 

struggle to improve workers’ 

rights. 

Massachusetts: “The best      

contract that we’ve ever won” 

Merrie Najimy is a kindergarten 

teacher in Concord, Massachu-

setts; she was also president of 

the Concord Teachers             

Association when it adopted an 

open negotiation model. 

“I think it’s the most powerful way 

that we’ve ever bargained, and 

we won the best contract that 

we’ve ever won,” she says. 

When her union entered         

negotiations in 2015, rather than 

asking their members for        

proposal ideas through typical 

bargaining surveys, they asked 

three simple questions. 

“We framed it as ‘What brings 

you joy in the work you do with 

students?’, ‘What sucks the joy 

out of the work you do with    

students?’, and ‘What would you 

like to change through            

bargaining?’” says Najimy. “We 

always talk about what the    

problems are, and it’s hard to feel 

empowered when you only talk 

about the problems. When you 

start with your vision, it          

transforms how you begin to think 

about the problems and the   

solutions.” 

“I think it’s the most powerful way 

that we’ve ever bargained.” 

When it came time for            

negotiations, the union refused to 

accept the employer’s proposed 

ground rules to keep members 

out of negotiations. To force the 

point, they brought 50 members 

along to their third negotiating 

session. 

Faced with a room full of      

members, the employer acceded 

and the two sides agreed they 

could both invite non-participating 

guests. The union brought    

members and parents of        

students; the employer brought 
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   Should unions say no to closed-door negotiations Cont... 

more effectively than closed-door       

negotiating, especially while union   

leaderships are still predominantly white 

and male. 

“When you are trying to bargain         

improvements to equity language, it can 

be very important and very helpful to 

have a room full of equity seekers,” she 

says, “so that the employer has to face 

people, and say ‘No, we don’t think you, 

as a Black woman, should have more 

right to a position than the white man.’ 

Or to say ‘No, we don’t need to make the 

university more accessible,’ to a room of 

people with mobility devices, who   

couldn’t get into the room. When the 

employer has to face the people that 

they are saying no to, it gets harder to 

say no.” 

Open, big, and representative bargaining 

The experience these unions have had 

with open negotiating has been positive. 

Why, then, do relatively few unions use 

the model? Apart from simply not    

knowing about it, some activists perceive 

a sense of mistrust between union   

leadership and general membership. 

Jane McAlevey is a labour scholar and 

union activist who’s been outspoken in 

calling for unions to open up              

negotiations, a process she’s honed 

through working with several unions. 

When she gives presentations about 

open bargaining, she says she’s 

shocked by how many union officers 

worry that workers will “get out of      

control” if invited to negotiating sessions. 

“Too many officials have very little faith 

in the intelligence of ordinary workers 

who could be involved in the union,” she 

notes. “They’ll just say to me ‘How did 

you control everybody?’ It’s always 

about control. […] It’s actually just not 

my experience that this is a problem.” 

“What open negotiations is not, is chaos. 

What it is, is incredibly highly             

disciplined.” 

“Too many officials have very little faith 

in the intelligence of ordinary workers 

who could be involved in the union.” 

talking to members about negotiations.” 

Toronto: “The number one reason we 

have strong collective agreements” 

Megan Hillman is a member of CUPE 

3903, the union representing teaching 

assistants and contract faculty at York 

University in Toronto. She served on the 

bargaining team in 2011. While the   

union has been on strike four times 

since she became a member, she    

credits its adherence to the open       

negotiation model – all negotiating   

meetings are open to any member to 

attend – as the reason it has one of the 

strongest contracts (in terms of wages 

and benefits) in the sector. 

“It means that we have a membership 

who has ownership over our proposals, 

and who are invested in things that they 

may not otherwise have a personal   

connection to,” she explains. 

She cites the union’s recent demands for 

breastfeeding facilities on campus. 

When members heard first-hand from 

other members affected by the issue, 

this turned a largely ignored equity issue 

into a focal point for rallies, petitions, and 

even a “lactation-in” protest and march 

to the president’s office on campus. 

“It means that we have a membership 

who has ownership over our proposals.” 

Receiving personalized bargaining    

updates from colleagues who were   

present strengthens the relationship 

between the bargaining team and the 

membership, she feels. 

“One of the things about [closed]       

bargaining itself is [the bargaining team] 

can get very closed off from the      

membership, and really conservatized 

by the process, where all of a sudden 

that 0.5 per cent wage increase does 

sound reasonable,” she says. 

In addition to strengthening the union’s 

ability to identify hidden concessions in 

the employer’s proposals, Hillman feels 

having a diverse membership in the 

room renders equity issues like race and 

gender more prominent and personal; 

the process keeps them on the agenda 

managers and elected town officials. To 

their surprise, Najimy says, the union 

wound up winning over some of the 

elected officials. 

“The public started to see that teachers 

are bargaining over things beyond   

money,” she explains. “We were       

bargaining over a reduction of testing, 

we were bargaining over teacher      

influence over curriculum and decisions. 

That was a winning argument in the 

community, and what that does is it 

changes the narrative about ‘the greedy 

teacher’ and it changes the narrative that 

the union exists just to protect that    

educator.” 

“When they see the outrageous         

behaviour of the other side and the   

dignified behaviour of the teachers, as 

well as [our] visionary proposals, that’s 

where you win. When you are the     

visionaries and you are the leaders in 

public education, you win the public 

opinion.” 

To their surprise, Najimy says, the union 

wound up winning over some of the 

elected officials. 

What exactly do members do when they 

show up to an open bargaining session? 

That varies from union to union, but what 

was common to the unions I spoke with 

was allowing members to call for a    

caucus with their negotiating team   

whenever they want. If they hear       

misinformation being presented, they 

can call a caucus to advise their        

negotiating team. If an important point is 

being omitted, or if it appears the two 

sides don’t fully understand how a    

collective agreement clause plays out in 

real life, members can caucus to share 

that info. Or if they feel their negotiating 

team is making a serious mistake or 

concession, they can caucus to discuss. 

An additional benefit, says Najimy, was 

that members kept each other updated 

on negotiations, spreading news faster 

than official union representatives could. 

“So the members are experiencing 

themselves as the union, because 

they’re doing union work: members   

Cont... Pg 7 
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   Know Your Collective Agreement, Bylaws & Union Constitution 

ARTICLE XVI - SUPPLEMENTARY VACATIONS (pgs. 32-33 CA 2017-2021) 

Section 1: Eligibility  

(a) After completing five (5) or more years of continuous service with the Company, an employee shall, in 

addition to the regular vacation to which he is entitled, become eligible to receive a Supplementary         

Vacation with pay each five (5) years as set forth below:  

Years of Completed Continuous Service:  Weeks of Supplementary Vacation:  

After Five (5)      One (1)  
After Ten (10)       Two (2)  
After Fifteen (15)      Two (2)  
After Twenty (20)     Three (3)  
After Twenty-Five (25)     Three (3)  
After Thirty (30)      Four (4)  
After Thirty-Five (35)     Four (4)  
After Forty (40)      Five (5)  
 
(b) For the purpose of determining eligibility for Supplementary Vacation, an employee’s service shall be 

calculated from the date of his joining the Company.  

Section 2: General Provisions 

 (a) The Supplementary Vacation may be taken in conjunction with the regular vacation to which the      

employee is entitled provided such regular vacation is not scheduled to be taken during the months of July 

or August, in which event the Supplementary Vacation shall be taken at a time to be agreed upon by the 

Company and the employee.  

(b) The Supplementary Vacation must be taken prior to the employee becoming eligible for his next earned 

period of Supplementary Vacation as provided for in Section 1(a) above.  

(c) One (1) weeks Supplementary Vacation pay shall be equal to forty (40) hours at the straight time hourly 

rate of the employee’s regular job.  

(d) An employee may elect to take his Supplementary Vacation one day at a time according to the following 

schedule:  

After 5 years’ service - one (1) day per year,  After 10 years’ service - two (2) days per year,  After 15 years’ 

service - two (2) days per year,  After 20 years’ service - three (3) days per year, After 25 years’ service - 

three (3) days per year,  After 30 years’ service - four (4) days per year, After 35 years’ service - four (4) 

days per year and  After 40 years’ service - five (5) days per year. 

If the employee wishes to elect this option, he must  advise the Company, in writing, of his election in    

advance for that five (5) year period. However, employees may revoke this option at any time during the 

five (5) year period and take any remaining Supplementary Vacation days as weeks. Any remaining         

Supplementary Vacation days that cannot be taken in multiples of five (5) will be taken in one block.  

Section 3: Partial Entitlement  

At retirement or termination from the Company an employee who has completed five (5) or more years of 

service shall be entitled to that portion of Supplementary Vacation Pay proportionate to the number of 

years of service completed subsequent to his last five (5) year entitlement period.  
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McAlevey’s approach involves “three 

rules” for union members attending    

negotiations: (1) no one talks except the 

chief negotiator, unless it’s planned; (2) 

poker face at all times; (3) any member 

can call a caucus with the negotiating 

team by passing a note to them. (A 

fourth, unofficial rule she’s had to add 

more recently is: no use of cellphones or 

social media during negotiating          

sessions.) She feels open negotiations 

are “the single best vehicle to build a high

-participation union” – an imperative in an 

era in which unions are under threat. 

“It’s a way of actually saying to the rank 

and file, ‘We trust you. We think you’re 

smart. We think you should be involved in 

the single biggest decision that a union is 

engaged in,’” she says. 

Organizing is about more than just      

negotiations 

Nora Loreto is an editor with the         

Canadian Association of Labour Media 

and author of From Demonized to      

Organized: Building the New Union 

Movement. She warns that while        

negotiations are important, too many   

unions wait until negotiation time to    

actively engage with their members. 

“People need to not romanticize [the  

bargaining] so much,” she says. “You 

cannot have a community approach to 

bargaining if you don’t have community 

connections outside of bargaining. So 

you have to start outside bargaining, you 

have to make sure that your union    

members are not discovering the union 

during a moment of crisis.” 

Loreto cautions that just because       

bargaining is open doesn’t mean it’s    

accessible. “We have to also be realistic 

about who has the amount of time to sit 

through endless meetings, and is it really 

more democratic if you’re just opening up 

the doors to meetings? […] Are you    

mobilizing people in the hallways, or is 

your open bargaining meeting literally the 

same one hundred people?” 

“Is it really more democratic if you’re just 

opening up the doors to meetings?” 

She also points out that there are other 

ways to be open in negotiating. This can 

mean brokering workplace policies that 

protect both union and non-union     

workers, like health and safety protocols 

(workplace-wide negotiating can also be 

a way to push back against privatization, 

she notes). It can mean developing ways 

to force the employer to be more active in 

the community, through designating 

funds for community improvement,  

scholarships, or public events. 

“When we think about open bargaining, 

what we really mean is, how do we use 

the collective power of one group of  

workers to extend similar kinds or       

different kinds of new powers or protec-

tions to other workers?” 

Messy or disciplined? 

Not all union activists are sold on the 

model of open bargaining. Hillman, an 

advocate of open negotiation, admits “it 

can be a bit slow and it can be a bit 

messy and it can be a bit chaotic.” 

Jessica Wender-Shubow is president of 

the Brookline Educators Union in Massa-

chusetts, another union that is moving 

toward open negotiation. She’s a        

supporter, but she’s faced arguments 

against the model. 

“The concern about open bargaining is it 

all becomes about posturing,” she says, 

acknowledging it can undermine the   

negotiating team’s ability to compromise 

with the employer on issues. The public 

gaze may make either side feel          

pressured to act tough. For some       

activists, that pressure to not compromise 

is one of the benefits of open negotiating. 

Others worry it could pose a barrier to 

meaningful dialogue. 

 Wender-Shubow’s response is that  

building relationships with union       

members and allowing for accountability 

and transparency is worth the risk and 

outweighs any possible negatives. 

Najimy points out that the open          

negotiation model shifts the discussion 

about who has power in the union. 

“The old union model is [one where] the 

power lies in the [union] president and 

the president’s relationship with the    

employer, and that we need to keep 

things under tight control so the message 

doesn’t get away from us. But we don’t 

win good contracts like that.” 

“The public gaze may make either side 

feel pressured to act tough.” 

Under the old model, she observes, 

members don’t know what’s happening 

until they’re presented with a tentative 

agreement to vote on. This can generate 

resentment toward the union and its   

negotiating team if members don’t like 

what they negotiated. But when members 

have been able to follow the process, 

“people felt that they did the work that it 

took to win it and they got what they were 

expecting.”  

McAlevey doesn’t mince words: “The less 

people see, the easier it is for you to go 

cut deals, and do bad things. And I think 

that’s on both sides.” 

For her, what it comes down to is building 

a highly mobilized, participatory union. 

“You need to be able to say, ‘If we put out 

a flyer for a rally can you get 75 per cent 

of the rank and file to show up?’ If you 

can  .” 

Negotiating across borders 

While there are Canadian unions using 

open negotiating models, much of the 

recent momentum is coming from     

American labour organizations. Could the 

openness of American unions toward the 

model be less about renewal and       

radicalism, and more about a last-ditch 

effort to save themselves? 

“One thing that I think Canadian activists 

don’t really get is that a lot of the radical 

action that we’re seeing in the United 

States is coming out of a place of      

complete desperation,” says Loreto. “It’s 

their only option.” 

Loreto says Canadian unions still have a 

range of tools at their disposal – money, 

collective agreements, strong public   

institutions like public health care – that 

American unions no longer have. The 

demise of American public institutions at 

the hands of capital has led to a greater 

sense of despair in that country, she 

says. 

“We can’t replicate desperation,” she 

says. “We are confronting capital in a 

different way. [In Canada] it takes a lot 
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   Membership 

Members that have not yet been initiated:  

Caleb McRae - 2019, Robert Harrison - 2020, Enzo Bracklow - 2020, Sayed Ibraheem Shah - 2021. 

 

 

more strategy, it takes a lot more 

building on the ground to make 

sure that your membership is 

ready to take radical action,     

because a lot of the injustices are 

a lot harder to see.” 

“We can’t replicate desperation. 

We are confronting capital in a 

different way.” 

But it isn’t always leftists who 

champion open meetings. In other 

cases, American right-wing     

organizations, who seek to      

undermine the strength of        

collective bargaining, promote 

open meeting policies as regional 

ballot-measures. They argue that 

the “tax-paying public” should 

have the right to scrutinize        

negotiations. Yet even these 

measures may have the          

unintended side effect of   

strengthening unions’ popular 

support, some observers suggest. 

And some provincial and         

municipal governments, for       

instance in British Columbia, enact 

open meeting policies on         

principles of transparency and 

open government. 

McAlevey, who’s worked with both 

Canadian and American unions, 

puts less stock in differences   

between the two countries. While 

it’s true that the Canadian labour 

relations regime has been better 

protected by Supreme Court   

rulings in Canada than its     

American counterpart, which has 

seen “right-to-work” laws and  

other anti-union legislation steadily 

erode unions’ institutional power in 

that country, she feels the       

differences are illusory. 

She reminds Canadians that   

politicians like former              

Conservative prime minister    

Stephen Harper and former     

Toronto mayor Rob Ford led   

concerted attacks on the rights of 

unions. She says during the eight 

years of relative labour peace 

under former Democratic        

president Barack Obama,      

American unions became       

complacent and overconfident, 

and failed to make up for the   

losses they’d suffered under his 

Republican predecessors. She 

worries a similar sentiment now 

pervades Canadian unions under 

the federal Liberal government of 

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau. 

McAlevey fears Canadian unions 

are making the same mistakes 

now that American unions made in 

the early 2000s. 

“[Unions] are missing the         

opportunity to make the kind of 

demands on the Trudeau        

government that we need to be 

making to fix and undo things that 

Harper was doing,” she cautions. 

“I fear that Canadians might be 

doing what a lot of unions did 

here, which is missing an        

opportunity while there’s safety 

around – meaning there isn’t a 

union-buster in that top position – 

to actually do the rebuilding of our 

unions while it’s sort of a safe 

space to do it.” 

McAlevey feels that Canada is 

only a few years behind the U.S. 

when it comes to the erosion of 

labour rights and public           

institutions, and that without a 

serious change in course its    

unions will share the fate of their 

southern counterparts. She fears 

Canadian unions are making the 

same mistakes now that American 

unions made in the early 2000s: 

failing to experiment with new 

methods of organizing and      

negotiating, and failing to            

co-operate with each other in 

meaningful ways. She points to 

the recent division in the Canadian 

Labour Congress as an example. 

“I have a fear for Canada,” she 

says. “There has been a          

consistent nibbling, if not full bites, 

taking place province by province, 

against workers’ rights in        

Canada.” 

“What Canadians do, I think to 

your detriment, is compare     

yourselves to the U.S.,” she says. 

“Well, of course anywhere would 

look better than the U.S. right 

now! I always say to people, don’t 

compare yourselves to here! 

That’s the wrong comparison. 

Compare yourself to your own self 

30 years ago. Do your own      

analysis of how many rights have 

been taken away.” 

“What I’m seeing now makes me 

very nervous for the Canadian 

context.” 

by Hans Rollman   Jun 28, 2018    

Hans Rollmann is a writer, editor, and broadcaster 

based in St. John’s, NL. He’s an editor with The-

Independent.ca, a contributing editor with        

PopMatters. He has a background in labour   

organizing, student activism, and archaeology.  

Should unions say no to closed-door negotiations cont... 
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April 13th 2022 at 7pm. 

Contact Jamie Ross at the 603 Union 

Office (250) 563-5159 or via email   

unifor603@telus.net. You may also 

find the information on our Facebook 

page. 

 

 

 

If you have a letters, suggestions or        

information you wish to pass on to the   

membership please submit it to              

newsletter603@telus.net  or drop it in the 

contract submission box outside the main 

change room. 
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How To Contact Your Union 
Hours 
 
Tuesday - Friday 8am - 12pm 

Saturday - Monday, Closed  

Office Administrator - Jamie Ross 

Name - Unifor Bill Hickey Local 603 
Address - 1012 Cuddie Crescent 
City - Prince George, BC 
Postal Code - V2L 4C2 
Phone - ( 250) 563-5159 Fax(250) 563-0847 
Email - unifor603@telus.net 

Important Union Office Notes: 
PAGE 10 

Important Numbers 
WCB Dial a claim : 1-888-workers ( 1-888-967- 5377) 

WorkSafe BC local office: 250-561-3715 

SunLife Benefits: 1-800-361-6212  

National Link - Unifor.org 

https://unifor603.ca/union-affairs/ 

Union dues Tax slips have been mailed out. If 

you do not receive them by the end of February 

ensure your address and contact information is 

updated with the union office. Please send your 

current address and  contact information to Jamie 

at unifor603@telus.net or call 250 563-5159. 

 

 

Contest Time! 

Every month we will have a  

contest for our members. Top 

prize will be a $100 GC, 2nd and 

3rd Prizes will be assorted union 

swag! 

We will post a question every 

month in our newsletter. 

How to Answer? 

Email your answers to the union  office at:               

unifor603@telus.net 

    **DEADLINE FOR ANSWERS IS Mar 31st 2022** 

Get out your Collective Agreement…..                           

Article II- Definitions 

Questions:  

1. List the 5 Definitions found in your Collective  

Agreement. 

 

 

 

Last Month’s Answers and 

Winners : 

Answers : 1. 8 Days  2. shall have the option to a 
day off I lieu.  

Winners : Ron Sawtell, $100 GC and Union Hat 

Tyler Sampson, Swag, Long Sleeved Union 
Shirt & Hat 

Delilah Michalchuk, Swag, Short Sleeved Shirt 
& Hat 

Taxes 2022 


